ORBITS OF THE FLOW.
Let E be a space of variations (either a Hilbert space or a manifold modelled on a Hilbert space for sake of simplicity) and let :
be a functional which we will assume to be for sake of simplicity also.
Let : (2) ( , ) be the scalar product on E and (3) 8f(x) be the gradient of f at x in E.
We are concerned with finding a solution to the equation : (sub-level set) (upper-level set) (level surface) .
We also consider the differential equation :
Let :
x(s,x ) be the solution of (6 In case the Fredholm structure is available, there is a way to drop the assumption of non degeneracy (see Marino and Prodi [1] ). Otherwise, very few is known.
2nd-precision :
In the second case of the alternative provided by Proposition 1, we have : (9) fr cannot be included in a compact set for T E [0,-ko[. We then have a sequence (sn) or either (x(sn,xo)) such that :
Classically, in the calculus of variations, there is an assumption, called the (C) condition, introduced by Palais and Smale forbidding (10) . The content of this condition is the following : (11) for any sequence (x) such that bf(x )a and af (xn) -0, there n n n is a convergent subsequence.
This condition forbids the second case in Proposition 1 and thus allows to find solutions to (4) [5] ). Remark :
Each time integers areencountered in"geometry",the word "quantization" commonly appears, with an evident abuse of this concept, which is due to Kostant and Souriau (see Guillemin-Sternberg : "Geometric Asymptotics" for a scientific presentation of the concept of quantization).
2 -the ~-pieces These are pieces where the curve is tangent to the Reeb vector-field ; thus the curve is tangent to (in this S-structure we introduced) until it hits a point admitting a conjugate point.
Then, under certain conditions stated in [5] , it jumps to the conjugate point.
The ~-pieces come also with a quadratic form q3
defined by the second variation of f along them with fixed ends. This quadratic form is related to a rotation of v along the ~-piece (see [5] where a is the length of the curve along E and C is a universal constant.
As pointed out in [5] (see also [17] for application of the method developped in [5] In case Qcc S n we will here mainly look at the case K(x) is a positive constant.
We wish to point out here that Lee and Jerison [7] and Chern and Hamilton [8] showed that there was a Yamabe type equation on the contact form situation. The paper by Chern Then the points xi(s) converge in Q and Note here that p is a "natural" extension of J at infinity (see [14] ) ; its critical points in p (x) &#x3E; 0} providing somewhat "more critical" points at infinity than the orbits of the flow. This is the full variational problem at infinity ; or either the variational problem with singularities.
On the other hand, we derive local expansions of J which we will give in the general case.
Using (73) [14] ). The proof of Theorem 4 requires some computations (see [16] ).
Theorem 4 is a kind of Morse lemma nearby infinity or more precisely the "versal deployment" of the singularities in the sense of Rene Thom.
4.c The defect of_compactness : to olo ical invariants.
4.c
We illustrate this problem with K= The proof of theorem 6 is not difficult, neither technical. It has been outlined in [16] . The complete proof will appear in [15] .
